Colombia - Venezuela Border Crisis

FUNDING
Net Funding Requirements (NFR)*
December 2019 - May 2020

WFP Colombia: L2 Emergency Response
WFP Ecuador: Regional Migrant Response
us$ 38.9m
us$13m

* NFR will see a significant increase in the next months due to ongoing revisions of the current level of operations.

OPERATIONAL PROFILE
By Activity (October)

WFP Colombia

- Hot meals in community kitchens
  128,929

- Unconditional vouchers
  111,991

- School meals
  20,184

- Food kits for people in transit
  13,541

WFP Ecuador

- Monthly food vouchers
  73,333

- Border immigration checkpoints
  3,100

- Shelters and canteens
  2,323

OPERATIONAL AND REGIONAL SITUATION
Colombia L2 Emergency Response
WFP Ecuador: Regional Migration Response

Venezuelan migration is forecast to reach 6.5m in 2020 (IOM-UNHCR, OCT 2019)

USD 1.3 bn are required by the humanitarian community to support 4m Venezuelan refugees, members of hosts communities and returnees from Venezuela in 2020 in 17 countries of Latin American and the Caribbean.

Preliminary EFSA results carried out by WFP in September indicate that 54 percent of Venezuelan migrants are food insecure in five border departments, with 8 in 10 walking migrants in food insecurity.

WFP LEVEL 2 EMERGENCY
SINCE 30 MARCH 2018

For more information, see the SITUATION REPORT and COUNTRY BRIEFS www.wfp.org/countries/colombia

Colombia Country Strategic Plan (2017-2021)

Produced by the WFP Operations Centre (OPSCEN) jointly with Country Office and Regional Bureau Panama. This dashboard is based on best available information at the time of production. Future updates may vary as new information becomes available.